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Resumen 
 
Este documento explica el procedimiento llevado a cabo para conseguir un 
prototipo de sistema de detección de accidentes de tránsito que consiste en 
una aplicación móvil y un hardware instalado en el vehículo.  
 
Para poder empezar el diseño se ha hecho una investigación de las 
tecnologías que están actualmente en el mercado. Después de analizar los 
productos parecidos que se ofrecen, se ha hecho un estudio de los posibles 
fallos y mejoras que se pueden implementar. Además, se hace una breve 
explicación de cómo son los chasis de los coches y cuáles son los tipos de 
experimentos de choque más comunes, ya que dicho elemento tiene un papel 
muy importante a la hora de sufrir un accidente. Además, es importante 
conocer los puntos fuertes del chasis para poder así escoger un punto de 
instalación seguro para aparato instalado en el vehículo. 
 
El objetivo ha sido conseguir un prototipo de sistema de detección de 
accidentes que aporte ideas de mejora para los sistemas actuales. 
 
Para el diseño, se ha desarrollado una aplicación híbrida que tiene como 
objetivo almacenar datos personales de cada usuario para poder así 
proporcionar máxima información a los equipos paramédicos sobre la persona 
que ha sufrido el accidente. La aplicación es programada en Ionic, una 
infraestructura que utiliza los lenguajes de programación JavaScript, HTML, 
CSS y Angular. Para almacenar los datos del usuario registrado se ha utilizado 
la base de datos gratuita Firebase [22], que pertenece a Google. 
 
Por otro lado, para el hardware se ha utilizado el microcontrolador Arduino Uno 
Wifi, un sensor de orientación absoluta llamado 9 Axes Motion Shield de 
Arduino que permite saber que orientación, aceleración o desaceleración sufre 
el vehículo. La idea es almacenar los datos de los pasajeros en la memoria del 
microcontrolador o en una memoria externa y que éste sea el encargado de 
enviar la información independientemente del teléfono móvil. Los resultados 
medidos por el giroscopio y el acelerómetro se transferirán al microcontrolador 
y este enviará la posición y la información del usuario cuándo se supere uno o 
varios valores de los umbrales definidos. 
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Overview 
 
This paper explains the procedure carried out to achieve a prototype of an 
accident detection system. The system consists in a smartphone application 
and a hardware installed into the vehicle.  
 
In order to start the design, a previous investigation of actual technologies on 
the market has been made.  After analysing the products that are actually 
offered, a study of possible faults and improvements has been made. 
Moreover, a brief explanation of cars chassis and most common crash tests is 
given due to the importance that these elements have for the installation 
position of the hardware into the vehicle.  
 
The goal was to obtain a prototype of an accident detection system that 
provides ideas for improvements of the actual technologies.  
 
For the design, on the one hand a mobile application was developed in order to 
offer the user the possibility to store personal data that will be useful for the 
emergency teams in case the occupants of the vehicle get involved in an 
accident. The application is programmed in Ionic, a framework that uses 
JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and Angular. In order to store the data of the 
registered users it was used a free database named Firebase, which belongs 
to Google.  
 
On the other hand, for the hardware was used the Arduino Uno Wifi 
microcontroller, an absolute orientation sensor named 9 Axis Axes Motion 
Shield that is in charge of measuring the orientation and the acceleration or 
decelerations of the vehicle. The idea is to store all the data of the application 
into the microcontroller or in an external memory shield, which will be the one 
that will take the action of sending all data of the occupants of the vehicle 
without the need of the smartphone. The results measured by the gyroscope 
and accelerometer will be compared to already set thresholds values and the 
microcontroller will send the user's position and information when one or more 
acceleration / deceleration threshold values are exceeded. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This final degree project starts with the idea of how car manufacturers have 
been telling us what the car of the future will be like. They defined that the car of 
the future will be: electric is one word used, autonomous is another, and it will 
be connected to the internet too [1].  
 
It must be acknowledged that this form of mobility has become such important 
until a level that it has saturated and pollute our cities. Megacities have become 
suffocated by smoke and congestion, resources dwindle, and more than 1.2 
million people get killed in traffic accidents globally every year [2].  
 
Concerning to the number of deaths that were named before, the aim of this 
project is to propose an accident detection system prototype that uses the 
technology of today but it is cheap, efficient and easy to use. As almost every 
single person in the world has a smartphone, the idea is to use these devices 
as ‘ID’ cards. The main idea is to have a stored medical data in our mobile 
phone and every time a person gets into a car with the technology proposed in 
this project, the medical data will be downloaded via Wifi and store it during the 
trip in a hardware device installed into the car (See Fig. 0.1).  
 
 
Fig. 0.1 Simple connection diagram. 
 
 
If an accident suddenly happens, the hardware device installed into the car will 
send reliable information about the occupants of the vehicle to the emergency 
response teams around the area of the accident and to all emergency contacts 
that the user has introduced into the system. Main target is to reduce 
emergency time reaction.  
 
The objective of the project is to, on one hand, do research in fatal accidents 
with motor vehicles and the actual technologies that help reducing the reaction 
time of the emergency response teams. On the other hand, once all the 
research is complete, will be designed a prototype that will have some 
improvements of today’s technologies. 
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The first chapter has two main sections. The first section gives information 
about the numbers of deaths in motor vehicles and analyse all the factors that 
influence in the reaction time of the emergencies response teams. The second 
part is focused on analyse the technologies that already exists and find 
constraints that can be improved.  
 
The second chapter is related to the product design considerations for the 
system prototype. Detailed information about the system architecture, cars 
chassis sections and types of crash tests and G-force experienced at different 
velocities are analysed.  
 
In chapter three and four it will be explained the application and hardware 
design, respectively, that will be used to detect an accident and all the costs of 
the hardware devises used for the prototype.  
 
In the last chapter 5, will be demonstrated a test of the system. 
 
To sum up all the experience and limits that were found during the design of the 
system, in chapter 6 are explained the conclusions and possible future 
applications of the system.   
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CHAPTER 1. FATAL ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS IN 
SPAIN AND ACTUAL CRASH DETECTION 
APPLICATIONS 
 
Fatal road traffic accidents constitute a significant public health problem in 
Spain and all around the world. The continuous increase of the number of cars 
in the roads has increased the possibility of having an accident.  
 
Nowadays, the problem is not only the number of cars on the road. As was 
previously mentioned in the introduction of that document, this form of mobility 
has become such important in people’s daily life that entailed drivers of today in 
spend a very high amount of time in their vehicles which involved that other 
daily obligations are managed, besides driving, while they are behind the wheel. 
Many people use that time to check their email, make a phone call, listen to 
music, make themselves up, brush, etc. All these distractions and more 
increase the possibility of suffering an accident.  
 
However, cars have improved in safety too. Every day new systems and 
applications are developed in order to keep people safe while they are behind 
the wheel.  
 
Despite all that improvements in safety, there are still lot of fatal car accidents 
around the world. Along this chapter, it will be shown some reliable information 
about the number of deaths in car accidents in Spain and the actual 
technologies that are trying to optimize the reaction time of the emergency 
response teams in order to save more lives.   
 
1.1 Fatal road traffic accidents in Spain 
 
Deaths due to traffic accidents in Spain shows different periods: in the decades 
of the 60s, 70s and 80s an increase was observed, so that in 1989 there was 
the peak of mortality due to traffic accidents with 9,344 deaths. In the 90s there 
is significant descent in the number of deceased people in traffic accidents. 
Despite that notable descent from the beginning of the 90s, during the last few 
years the number of death has remained almost constant (see Fig 1.1) [3]. 
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Fig. 1.1 Number of deceases in traffic accidents from 1960-2015 in Spain [3]. 
 
 
From the data shown in Fig.1.1 it can be observed that many factors have 
helped in order to decrease the number of deaths in traffic accidents. These 
factors, besides others, come from driving laws improvements, more safety 
vehicles and more road control. The most important is to know which are the 
main factors that can bring about an accident. After some research, the main 
factor is the human factor and is the one chosen to be discussed in detail in 
section 1.1.1.  
 
1.1.1 Human factor, main factor of causing accidents.  
 
Many investigations about traffic accidents conclude that in most traffic 
accidents, in some time, there were a human intervention that has caused the 
accident. Talking in numbers, 90% of the accidents were caused by a human 
error [4]. Some of the human actions that have caused an accident are named 
in Table 1.1.  
 
Table 1.1 Main causes of accidents [5]. 
Causes % of accidents 
Traffic regulations infraction 50 
Over-speed  25 
Alcohol level 12 
Driver physical status 8 
Road status 5 
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It is quite impressive that in 50% of the cases that a human factor has caused 
an accident it has been because of a traffic regulations infraction. With this 
information, it was possible to understand why is so difficult to reduce more the 
numbers showed in Fig.1.1.  
Cars have experimented a major upgrade in safety and comfort in the last 
years. Every single year cars are easier to drive, more secure, more efficient, 
but the culture behind the wheel has to change. As every person is different, it 
is very difficult to reduce the involvement of humans in traffic accidents. 
Because of that, there were some applications designed in order to reduce 
emergency team reaction time when an accident occurs. In the next section of 
that chapter will be discussed the actual applications that are on the market.  
 
 
1.2 Today’s technologies 
 
After some research, the most famous applications in the market that are similar 
to the application proposed in this project are SOSmart [6], CrashApp [7], 
OpelOnStar [8].  
 
 
1.2.1 SOSmart 
 
SOSmart offers users to share their location to a selected emergency contact 
when they have an accident. This application has mainly two using modes. The 
first one is by selecting an automatic monitoring mode that detects when a 
person is travelling in a vehicle. The second mode is mostly designed for people 
that rarely travel by vehicle. This mode is called manual mode and offers the 
possibility to the user to switch it whenever is about to travel in a vehicle.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1.2 Screenshot of SOSmart monitoring tool [6]. 
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Other features of this application are the possibility to find nearby hospitals, a 
panic button option and finally, it also has a real-time monitoring platform for 
institutions. 
 
 
        
Fig. 1.3 SOSmart website monitoring and SOS button [6]. 
 
 
This application is the one that has more similarity, in terms of design, with the 
one proposed in this project.  
 
1.2.2 Constraints of SOSmart. 
 
The principal constraint that was found is the higher rely on the smartphone 
status. If user’s smartphone has no battery the application is not useful anymore 
because there is no connection to SOSmart’s servers and the user just 
disappears. Moreover, as it says in their own website they are using an 
algorithm that uses smartphone’s hardware to detect the accident. The 
disadvantages found in that case are that the force is damped because the 
smartphone is not attached to the vehicle and that could cause false alarms.   
 
1.2.3 Crash App 
 
This application is designed for adventurers [7]. Crash app offers to their users 
to select an emergency contact and whenever the user is about to practice 
some sport, must activate the application in order to be monitored. 
 
The main feature of the application is that the user can set a timer before his 
crash app “buddy” is alerted after the accident.  
 
1.2.4 Constraints of Crash-App 
 
The principal disadvantage of this application is, once again, that depend on 
smartphone’s status and signal coverage. As it is designed for adventure spots, 
in many case the user will not have signal at all or the signal will be very low. 
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However, the developers of that application are already preparing a second 
version that will correct many errors.   
 
 
1.2.5 OpelOnStar 
 
Probably the most famous and most implemented private accident detection 
system on the market today. What Opel is offering to their clients is to have an 
integrated system in the car that detects when and where an accident has 
occurred. But it does not only offer accident assistance, it also offers roadside 
assistance in case your car has broken.  
 
The functionality is quite simple. Compared with the other two applications 
named before, there is no more dependence on our smartphone, because we 
have already a smartphone installed into our own vehicle which is connected to 
the ECU (Electronic Control Unit) of the car. As there is information sharing, the 
system can know if we have had an accident by monitoring if car’s airbags have 
fold out or not. When a car accident is detected, is automatically received a call 
and if the driver does not answer, the assistance is send to the vehicle’s 
location.  
 
 
 
 
Fig.1.4 Functionality diagram of SOSmart application [6]. 
 
As it is observed, the system fills out many driver’s needs. However, they are 
some upgrades that can be made. In the following section will be presented the 
ideas of how these systems can be improved.    
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1.2.6 OpelOnStar Constraints 
 
This system is very complete and it was very difficult to find a disadvantage of it. 
Basically, there were found two main disadvantages of Opel’s system. The price 
of the product was obtained by own investigation and it has, after a 12 moths 
trial period, a price of 99.50 euros/year. The other main constraint of the 
systems compared with the one of the prototype is that does not give 
information about how many occupants are travelling in the vehicle and the 
medical data needed for the emergency response team in order to assist the 
occupants immediately in their arrival. When a client of OpelOnStar has an 
accident, he receives a call, and if any occupant does not answer to the call 
made from the call centre, it is send a report with includes the location, travel 
direction, vehicle colour and the extent of the damage [8]. 
 
 
1.3  eCall Deployment in Europe and HeERO 
 
To mitigate the consequences of road accidents, the European Commission 
adopted a proposal to deploy a project that will allow cars to make a call and 
share the location of the vehicle to the emergency services when an accident 
occurs. At first place, it was settled that from October 2015 all cars will 
implement the automatic call system [18]. In April 28th, 2015 was agreed that all 
vehicles manufactured from April 2018 must have installed the eCall system 
[23].  
 
The EU supported the development of eCall from the eMarge project and it later 
deployment through the HeERO project [23]. The HeERO project has two 
phases. The first phase, Hero1 was formed by 9 European countries and it 
started in January 2011 to December 2013. In the second phase, started in 
January 2013 six new countries joined the second phase. This second phase 
will last for 2 more years. Other countries that have not accomplished the 
requirements for participating in the project but want to join, are considered as 
associated partners. 
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CHAPTER 2: PRODUCT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
 
In this chapter will be explained all the considerations taken into account for the 
design of the prototype system. There are many measurements that have to be 
done in order to know if a car has suffered an accident or it just had an abrupt 
change in acceleration/deceleration.  The architecture of the system and all the 
calculations for the system design will be explained in detail along this chapter.  
 
2.1 System architecture 
 
The system architecture for the prototype consist in a microcontroller Arduino 
Uno Wi-Fi that is in charge to store all user’s data from the application, know the 
status of the vehicle and send the information when an accident occurs. For the 
analysis of the orientation and accelerations of the vehicle it is used an absolute 
orientation sensor named Arduino 9 Axes Motion Shield. In Figure 2.1 is 
represented the system’s architecture. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Complete system architecture representation.  
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2.2 Vehicle types of crash tests and chassis analysis 
 
To install the hardware in a safety place, it is necessary to study the chassis of 
the vehicles. In order to know the type of accident that a vehicle could suffer, it 
was taken into consideration the ANCAP (Australasian New Car Assessment 
Program’) tests [10]. After knowing the crash tests that are made for the 
vehicles, a basic explanation of the three main sections of the chassis of a car 
will be explained. To finish this section, will be shown which is the safest place 
to install the device for a Volkswagen Bora 2003, which is the vehicle where 
was tested the hardware device.  
 
2.2.1  Types of ANCAP crash tests 
 
Considering that accidents can occur in many ways, they were settled on five 
types of crash tests: frontal offset test, side impact test, pedestrian test, pole 
test and whiplash test [10]. 
 
Frontal offset test  
 
In this test 40% of the car, on the driver’s side, makes contact with a crushable 
aluminium barrier at 64 km/h [10].  
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 Frontal offset crash test [10].  
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Side impact test 
 
That type of test consists in make a 950kg trolley traveling at 50km/h impact the 
driver’s side. The trolley has a crushable aluminium face that simulated the front 
part of a car [10].  
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Side impact test [10]. 
 
Pedestrian test 
 
Pedestrians crash test is made at 40 km/h and its main objective is to estimate 
head and leg injuries that a pedestrian could suffer [10]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 Pedestrian crash test [10]. 
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Pole test 
 
In this test, a car is propelled at 29km/h into a rigid pole which is aligned with 
driver’s head. For major penetration, the pole used for the test is relatively 
narrow [10].  
 
 
Fig. 2.6 Pole crash test [10].  
 
Whiplash Test 
 
This test consists in simulate a rear-end crash equivalent to a stationary car 
being hit at 32 km/h [10].  
 
 
Fig. 2.7 Whiplash test [10]. 
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2.2.2 G-Force suffered in an accident  
 
In order to determine the deceleration at what the hardware has to detect if an 
accident has occurred, it is needed to define threshold variables of deceleration 
and orientation. For the thesis, it was taken into account a certain model of car, 
a Volkswagen Bora 1.9 TDI from 2003. Relevant information about the size and 
weight of that vehicle are described in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1 Vehicle specifications.  
Model  VW Bora 1.9TDI (100 hp) 
Length 4.38 m 
Width 1.74 m 
Height 1.45 m 
Service weight 1427 kg 
Maximum admissible weight 1830 kg 
 
A G-force calculation will be made for the type of vehicle of above plus a 
passenger weight of 95kg and extra weight of 70kg (fuel + cargo).  
 
The total weight taken for the G-force calculation is: 1427 + 95 + 70 = 1592 kg.  
 
The equation used to compute the G-force for the modeled car of above is:  
 
 
 
The   parameter from the previous equation, is the kinetic energy of the 
car traveling at speed V. Parameter “d” refers to the distance in which the car is 
stopped. Finally, parameter   is the force that the car will experiment at the 
time of the accident. The following plots, show how important is to have a first 
large soft part of the chassis which will reduce the  value that will help to 
suffer les G-force at impact.  
 
 
Fig. 2.8 G-Force suffered for different speeds at stop distance of 0.3048 m. 
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Fig. 2.9 G-Force suffered for different speeds at stop distance of 0.5 m. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.10 G-Force suffered for different speeds at stop distance of 0.75 m.  
 
 
As it can be observed in the previous plots, there is a very important difference 
between a car with more rigid chassis and a car that has a largest soft area. It 
has also to be taken into account that the shocks of the cars absorb a part of 
the energy at breaking. By the calculation shown in the previous figures, it was 
decided to set a threshold of 3.5 g. If at some moment a 3.5 g-force is reached 
or overpassed, the microcontroller will interpret that an accident has occurred.   
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2.2.3     Cars chassis sections 
 
In first place, it is important to define what is the frame of a car. A frame is a 
structure that supports the engine and the cab of the automobile. Normally the 
pillars of cars are defined, starting from the front as A, B and C section [15]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.11 Car pillars sections [15].  
 
The main objective of sections A and C is to absorb the shock in order to 
reduce the impact force. Normally these sections are softer than section B. The 
red area is where the frame and the chassis of the car starts to be more rigid, 
which makes that section of the chassis resist bending much better that the 
other two sections.  
 
2.3 Hardware installation position 
 
From section 2.2.3 it was considered that install the hardware throughout 
section B and in a central position in order to avoid damage at lateral impact is 
the safest location. A considerable position is shown in Fig. 2.12. 
 
 
Fig. 2.12 Graphical interpretation of the optimal position for the hardware 
device. 
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If the hardware is in the middle and in section B area, it will be protected from 
both lateral and longitudinal impacts.  
A video demonstration at the presentation of this thesis will show the exact 
location of the hardware and the data measured.  
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CHAPTER 3. RECUEME APPLICATION DESIGN 
 
As it was mentioned in the Chapter 1, many applications and systems are 
developed in order to offer to the user a simple way to shear information that 
could be very significant for the emergency response teams. 
In this chapter will be explained the design of the application RescueMe that will 
give to the user the possibility to store reliable data for the paramedical teams.  
The idea is to design a simple application which will be very easy to use for 
users of all ages.  
To do that, it was chosen an open source framework named Ionic [9]. More 
details about the framework and the design are explained along this chapter.  
 
 
3.1 Introduction to Ionic framework  
 
If the developer has a basic knowledge in how to design websites, ionic is a 
perfect way to start developing applications for iOS and Android. The main 
advantage of Ionic is that with one base code, it is possible to design 
applications that can be run everywhere. This framework is based in Angular, 
JavaScript and Cordova.  
 
Ionic is so complete that offers the possibility to run your application into your 
mobile phone without the need to be connected to a concrete network or 
computer. The only thing that must be done is to upload your program to the 
cloud and then for every app is provided a unique code for your application. 
After downloading Ionic View app, the developer must introduce the personal 
code of the application that was provided when uploading it, and then, it is 
capable to use the application and test it completely for free everywhere.  
 
After giving some brief introduction to the framework used for developing this 
app it is time to explain the app itself.  
 
 
3.2 RescueMe application 
 
In this section of the chapter will be explained all the steps that were followed 
during the app development.  
 
3.2.1    Previous investigation 
 
At every moment, the main idea was to design a simple app that just store and 
share data from a database. To do that, many applications were downloaded in 
order to get an idea of the initial design. As almost every app needs a log-in and 
register option, these two parts were the first in be designed.  
In a first step, the idea was to design a simple register page that only requires a 
user name, an email and a password. After creating the account with these 
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three elements the user can log-in into the app. Once the log-in was complete, 
the users had a pre-designed menu that requires more information about the 
user.  
In this first intent, it was observed that there is an extra layout that can be 
suppress. This layout was inserted directly in the register layout. The 
noteworthy information that the user should provide is divided in four simple 
sections which are described in Table 2.1.  
 
 
Table 3.1 Data needed for user’s registration. 
Section Data provided 
Personal Information (mandatory full 
in all fields) 
Name 
Surname 
Phone number 
Email address 
Password 
Emergency Contact (mandatory full 
in all fields) 
Emergency contact name  
Emergency contact phone number  
Medical Data 
Blood type (mandatory) 
Allergies  
Operations 
Others Additional information 
Photo Personal photo 
 
The previous investigation explained in chapter 1 conclude that the personal 
data needed in order to provide useful information to the emergencies response 
teams is the one showed in Table 2.1.  
 
3.2.2    Programming languages used 
  
For the design of the application was used HTML (Hypertext Markup 
Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), JavaScript, Cordova and Angular 
[24] [21]. What CSS allows is to specify the font of the website/application, the 
size of the text, if the text has to be bold or italics and so on. To sum up, CSS 
allows to control the appearance of a website/application. Regarding to the 
function of HTML, its main task is to describe the structure of the webpage. If a 
webpage needs to have videos or images on it, this photos and videos will not 
be directly inserted in the code, they will be stored in another place and what 
will be in the HTML code is the text address that is in charge to recover the 
video or image and place it in the website. Basically, HTML defines the 
structure of the application. Another framework of JavaScript is Angular and it is 
basically used for front-end design. Finally, ngCordova is a popular environment 
for applications development. It is based in Node.js which is basically 
JavaScript. Cordova was useful for this project because of the high availability 
of plugins that make the application easier to program and also is in charge of 
adapting the main code, together with Ionic framework, for the desired 
operational system.  In Annex A is shown the main code of the application.  
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3.2.3    Visual design 
 
It was considered that light colours are the most suitable in order to have a 
good visual impression for the app. So then, the colour chosen for the base is 
white and light blue for the profile form. The final design of the application is 
shown in the following figures.  
 
When the application is started, the page of log-in is shown. If the user does not 
have an account, it is necessary to click on the sign up option in order to create 
a profile. After tapping on sign up, the registration page is opened.  
Once all the required information is filled out, the user has to tap on the “Sign 
Up” button in order to create a profile. After signing up the user will receive a 
confirmation email to check that the email is correct and real.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 Initial page of RescueMe. 
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Fig. 3.2 Profile creation. 
 
Once the user’s account is created, it is possible to sign in by using an email 
and password. A full profile is shown in the following screenshots.  
As the position is not available in the emulator, two different smartphones were 
used to prove that in real phones the location is working properly.  
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Fig. 3.3 Profile page. 
 
 
 
              
Fig. 3.4 Continuation of the profile page.  
 
If the user is not in the car but needs help, he has just to log in and push send 
email to advice his emergency contact and in the future the emergency teams. 
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If the user is inside the vehicle, should press the Wi-Fi icon and pair the device 
with the hardware to send medical information to the hardware. 
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CHAPTER 4: HARDWARE DESIGN 
 
As the hardware element has a significant role in this project, this chapter 
describes all the steps that were followed in order to achieve reliable 
measurements.  
 
4.1 Hardware specifications and prices 
 
In order to have an approximative idea of how much can cost and what impact 
will have this system prototype on the vehicle, some important data such as 
dimensions, weigh and price are shown.  
 
 
Fig. 4.1 Arduino Uno Wifi 
 
 
Arduino Uno Wifi Specifications  
Length 7 cm 
Width 5 cm 
Weight 0.025 kg 
Cost 46.89 € [12] 
  
 
Fig. 4.2 Arduino 9 Axis Motion Shield 
 
9 Axis Motion Shield  
Length 7 cm 
Width 5 cm 
Weight 0.017 kg 
Cost 26.25 € [13] 
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From the table of above it is considered that the cost of the product is 
approximately 73.14 €. This price is subjected to variation due to the different 
websites and delivery costs. Moreover, some external shields that are required 
are not included because of the problems that were found during the design, 
which are explained in the conclusions chapter of this project 
 
4.2 Programming and variables definition 
 
Programming the Arduino was not very difficult because there are many 
functions that already exists and are very useful for the project. What was 
needed is to find which are the most useful ones and adapt the code for the 
project. The most difficult part was to connect the mobile application with the 
Arduino WIFI and transfer the data from the phone to the microcontroller.  
As it is an open-source code, and this project has no lucrative intention, there is 
no patent infringe.  
 
It was considered that the 9 axes motion shield should be able to provide a 
heading, which will be useful to know the direction at which the car is travelling. 
Variables of acceleration and orientation are needed for knowing the status of 
the car. From the 3 axis accelerometer measures, the system will be able to 
identify if the car is suffering a high G force and will compare it with a defined 
threshold of 3.5G. If the measure is higher than 3.5 or lower than -3.5, it will be 
interpreted that an accident has occurred. From the 3 axis gyroscope 
measures, it will be possible to identify if the car has suffered an overturn and in 
what position is the car when stopped.   
 
During the sampling, the system is comparing all the measures of the 9 axes 
shield with the thresholds that were defined from the research. Once a 
threshold is overpassed, is activated a function that will take from a GPS + GSM 
shield the location of the vehicle and prepare a SMS message to be send along 
with user’s medical data stored in the microcontroller memory. As the 
GPS+GSM shield are no cheap, and were found some integration problems 
between the hardware and the app, the system was tested only with the 
accelerometer shield and not with the GPS+GSM shield.  
 
Unfortunately, the communication between the smartphone and the Arduino 
controller was not achieved and it was not possible to test the GPS+GSM 
function of the code.   
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM TEST 
 
In this chapter will be discussed the measurements obtained from a real car. In 
order to realize a safety test, it was used the private circuit of La Seu 3 driving 
school. Three different tests were done, a hard acceleration and braking test, 
circling around a conus and finally a zig-zag test. For the data monitoring it was 
used a free software that belong to codebender [25]. 
 
Before starting the test, it is necessary to show the installation of the device and 
the orientation of the axis (see Fig. 5.1). 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Recommended location for device installation. 
 
 
The distribution of the axis is the following one: 
 
X axis: analyse lateral movement. 
Y axis: aligned with the direction at which the car travels.  
Z axis: goes upwards from the plane Y-X.  
 
To check if the system calibrates correctly the orientation of the vehicle, it was 
compared to a smartphone compass. Figures XX and XX show that the 
measurement of the hardware is effective.  
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Fig. 5.2 Heading checking.  
 
It can be observed that the heading computed from the smartphone is 2º and 
the reading of the device is 1.56º. This conclude that the orientation of the 
device works properly. A video demonstration will be shown in the presentation 
of this project.  
 
5.1 Acceleration and braking test 
 
This test consists in accelerate at 40-50km/h and then apply maximum brakes. 
After realising this test, all the data was collected and plotted.  
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Accelerations over the 3-axis during the acceleration-braking test.  
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Fig. 5.4 G-Force in X-Y plane during the acceleration-braking test.  
 
From the first plot is observed how when it is accelerated there is an 
augmentation of the g-force in both X and Y axis. The Y axis, which is aligned 
with the front of the car has higher values than the X-axis (lateral movement). A 
down-pic is observed at around sample 39, this is where a gear change was 
performed. An increase after changing gear is again observed when suddenly 
there is an important negative velocity, which means that the car is applying 
brakes.  
 
In the second plot is observed the G-force that is suffered inside the car. A 
normal value in high accelerations and braking with (ABS system ON) are 
between 0.5g and 1.5g for common vehicles. The plot starts at 0.5g because, to 
achieve more speed, the test was started at constant velocity and then it was 
performed the acceleration. 
 
5.2 Circling test 
 
This test consists in do circles around a conus at around 30-35 km/h. The aim 
of is to measure a lateral velocity and force that a car suffers during close turns. 
Lateral velocities and forces are the key element in that test.  
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Fig. 5.5 Accelerations over the 3-axis during the circling test. 
 
 
Fig. 5.6 G-Force in X-Y plane during circling test. 
 
It can be observed in the first plot is that there is not a big change in 
acceleration in the X-axis. However, a constant change at Y-axis is observed. 
This is due to the constant variantion of the velocity of the car at the turn. As it 
was performed an abrupt turning in order to maintain the velocity and similar 
radius, the direction velocity of the car is changing constantly.  
 
Regarding the second plot, it is observed that the sensor reads correctly the G-
force that is experienced by the vehicle at turning. In X axis are observed 
fluctuations which have a simple explanation. At turn the car is suffering two 
important forces, a centripetal force and centrifugal force. Other elements as the 
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shocks status, the tires and the chassis of the vehicle make having positive and 
negative g-force at some moments during the turn.  
 
5.3 Zig-Zag test 
 
The aim of this test is to show that the sensor is capable to analyse both axis at 
the same time. At doing a zig-zag, the car is experiencing lateral and 
longitudinal force.   
 
 
 
Fig. 5.7 Accelerations over the 3-axis during the circling test. 
 
In Fig.5.7 is observed how both X and Y axes are fluctuating and in Z the values 
remain almost the same. As the car is changing its direction constantly it is 
logical to have higher accelerations laterally and not so high longitudinally. In z-
axis, the acceleration is remaining almost constant. The small variations are 
mainly due to the shocks reaction.  
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Fig. 5.8 G-Force in X-Y plane during circling test. 
 
Concerning the g-forces suffered during the test, is observed that some wrong 
measures are obtained. As the car is changing constantly its direction some 
very high peaks appear. However, there is some unprecise measurement near 
sample 45 that reach a 4G force in the X axis. This measurement is completely 
wrong and the accident detection alarm would have been activated in a real 
case.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
 
6.1 CONCLUSIONS 
 
During this project, it has been learnt how to work in theoretical and practical 
cases simultaneously. At the beginning, it was needed to learn how to program 
applications for smartphones. After getting some basic ideas in application 
programming, it was time to choose which design tool to use. At first time, it was 
chosen to design the application in Android Studio but, by doing this, it was not 
possible to run the application in iOS. In order to get more users, it was found a 
framework named Ionic which is capable to do hybrid applications.  
Before starting programming the application, a large investigation about traffic 
accidents in Spain and actual technologies on the market was carried out to find 
possible improvements of today’s applications during the design of RescueMe.  
 
Along the design and investigation process it was observed that there is no 
application on the market that can send medical data of the occupants to the 
emergencies teams.  Another important improvement that was considered is to 
remove the dependence on the smartphone for the detection of the accidents. 
Mostly all applications are focused in use smartphone’s sensors to calculate the 
accelerations of the vehicles. In order to achieve that independence, it was 
considered that the smartphone application will be used as an ID card and the 
accelerometer and gyroscope attached to the Arduino microcontroller will be 
computing the status of the vehicle. The idea was to store users’ data to the 
memory of the Arduino shield.  
 
During the hardware design were found most of the problems of this project. At 
first place, it was observed that many shields are needed for a full functionality. 
To avoid extra expenses for the university and for the designer itself, it was 
considered that the first target must be the connection between the Arduino and 
the application by via Wi-Fi and then try a simple transfer of data from the 
smartphone to the hardware device. Because of the limited knowledge of 
programming, it was not possible to make the application list Wi-Fi networks 
and then connect it to the hardware device.  
 
In order to perform a test of the system, the hardware and the application were 
tested separately. Regarding the application functionality is was observed that 
the app is completely reliable for user’s data storage and for the location and 
sending users data via email.   
 
In relation to the hardware device, it was possible to see that the measurements 
are logical and can be trusted in real cases, despite the small error observed in 
the zig-zag test. If a full integration was reached, the system could be fully 
truthful for accident detection.  
 
By doing this project it was possible to live in first person the hard experience 
that a design of complete system entails. Many errors were not considered until 
it was time to confront them, and this wore out to long delays during the project.  
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6.2 FUTURE APPLICATIONS  
 
When this project was presents, it seemed to be easier than it was. But as it 
was commented in the previous section, a fully functional prototype was not 
achieved.  
 
So then, the objective now is to keep working on the project and obtain a 
completely integrated system and then publish the documents and the code of 
the system so that other developers and open source lovers can improve and 
use it.  
 
Finally, it was discovered that the application fits perfectly for the European 
Union project eCall. The purpose of eCall is to bring rapid assistance to drivers 
involved in a collision anywhere in the European Union and RescueMe share 
the same idea. That means that this project is completely realistic and soon or 
later many projects similar to the one on this paper will be developed.  
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ANNEX A: RescueMe Main Code 
 
INDEX.html code: 
 
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
  <head> 
 
  <!--In index.html is were all files needed for the app are loaded. Loading css 
and js. Some of them are jquery, angularfire, firebase, etc.--> 
 
    <meta charset="utf-8"> 
    <meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1, maximum-scale=1, user-
scalable=no, width=device-width"> 
    <title></title> 
 
    <link rel="manifest" href="manifest.json"> 
 
    <!--The following lines are in charge to call the css files, the files that give 
style. --> 
    <link href="lib/ionic/css/ionic.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
    <link href="css/style.css" rel="stylesheet"> 
 
     
    <!--Generic scripts created when initializating a ionic nameApp blank 
command--> 
    <script src="https://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.10.2.js"></script> 
    <script 
src="https://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/angularjs/1.5.8/angular.min.js"></scri
pt> 
    <script src="https://www.gstatic.com/firebasejs/3.8.0/firebase.js"></script> 
    <script 
src="https://cdn.firebase.com/libs/angularfire/2.0.1/angularfire.min.js"></script> 
    <script src="node_modules/pdfmake/build/pdfmake.js"></script>   
    <script src="node_modules/pdfmake/build/vfs_fonts.js"></script>   
    <script src="node_modules/angular-pdf/dist/angular-pdf.js"></script> 
    <script src="lib/ionic/js/ionic.bundle.js"></script> 
    <script> 
      if ('serviceWorker' in navigator) { 
        navigator.serviceWorker.register('service-worker.js') 
          .then(() => console.log('service worker installed')) 
          .catch(err => console.log('Error', err)); 
      } 
    </script> 
 
     
    <!-- IMPORTANT, line were the script is calling all functions of the app, login, 
signup...--> 
    <script src="js/app.js"></script> 
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    <!--js in charge of list and detect wifi connection (check)--> 
    <script src="js/wifiservice.js"></script> 
    <script src="js/WifiWizard.js"></script> 
 
     
    <!--Scripts in charge of external email service used for email sending. Service 
URL is emailjs.com--> 
    <script type="text/javascript" 
src="https://cdn.emailjs.com/dist/email.min.js"></script> 
    <script type="text/javascript"> 
       (function(){ 
          emailjs.init("user_XwtVjxYLW1q5ha50pp7Yp"); 
       })(); 
    </script> 
 
    <!--Calling Cordova plug in--> 
    <script src="cordova.js"></script> 
    <script src="lib/ngCordova/dist/ng-cordova.js"></script> 
 
    <!--Starting session in GoogleMaps with personal key 
apiKey=AIzaSyCEYS6CeYtM4Rq-y1gVY1IwEz--KVLdCV8. With this is possible 
to use GoogleMaps services into the app--> 
   <script 
src="http://maps.google.com/maps/api/js?key=AIzaSyCEYS6CeYtM4Rq-
y1gVY1IwEz--KVLdCV8&sensor=true"></script> 
 
  </head> 
  <body ng-app="starter"> 
  <!--Calling first template that will be opened when starting the app. The 
template is defined in the file manifest.json--> 
    <ion-nav-view cache-view="false"></ion-nav-view> 
  </body> 
</html> 
 
App.js Code: 
 
// angular.module is a global place for creating, registering and retrieving 
Angular modules 
// 'starter' is the name of this angular module example (also set in a <body> 
attribute in index.html) 
// the 2nd parameter is an array of 'requires' 
var unique_array = []; 
 
//Defining library dependencies needed for running the app. These libraries are 
the ionic,firebasengCordova 
//and Wifiservices libraries.  
angular.module('starter', ['ionic','firebase','ngCordova','WifiServices']) 
 
.run(function($ionicPlatform) { 
  $ionicPlatform.ready(function() { 
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    if(window.cordova && window.cordova.plugins.Keyboard) { 
      // Hide the accessory bar by default (remove this to show the accessory bar 
above the keyboard 
      // for form inputs) 
      cordova.plugins.Keyboard.hideKeyboardAccessoryBar(true); 
      // Don't remove this line unless you know what you are doing. It stops the 
viewport 
      // from snapping when text inputs are focused. Ionic handles this internally 
for 
      // a much nicer keyboard experience. 
      cordova.plugins.Keyboard.disableScroll(true); 
    } 
    if(window.StatusBar) { 
      StatusBar.styleDefault(); 
    } 
     
    //Connecting to the database with an unique key (apiKey). Free version of 
Firebase doesn't encrypt but is  
    //enought in order to test the application. 
    firebase.initializeApp({ 
      apiKey: "AIzaSyD9YKSrcrLD1dmKhZmN7Ug8xkj8tQXQdI4", 
      authDomain: "rescueme-2942f.firebaseapp.com", 
      databaseURL: "https://rescueme-2942f.firebaseio.com", 
      projectId: "rescueme-2942f", 
      storageBucket: "rescueme-2942f.appspot.com", 
      messagingSenderId: "682810750690" 
    }); 
 
  }); 
}) 
 
//Routes and controllesrs for each template and function. 
.config(['$stateProvider', 
'$urlRouterProvider','$ionicConfigProvider',function($stateProvider, 
$urlRouterProvider, $ionicConfigProvider) { 
     
    $ionicConfigProvider.navBar.alignTitle('center'); 
    $ionicConfigProvider.tabs.position('bottom'); 
 
    $stateProvider 
 
    //Route for login 
    .state('login', { 
      url: '/login', 
      templateUrl: "templates/login.html", 
      controller: "loginController" 
    }) 
    //Profile route 
    .state('profile', { 
      url: '/profile', 
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      templateUrl: "templates/profile.html", 
      controller: "profileController" 
    }) 
    //Signup route 
    .state('signup', { 
      url: '/signup', 
      templateUrl: "templates/signup.html", 
      controller: "signupController" 
    }) 
    //Route Wifi listing 
    .state('wifi', { 
      url: '/wifi', 
      templateUrl: "templates/wifi.html", 
      controller: "WifiController" 
    }) 
    //Main route, in this case login route.  
    $urlRouterProvider.otherwise('/login'); 
 
}]) 
 
//Staring controller login.  
.controller('loginController', function($scope, $state, $firebaseArray, 
$ionicLoading, $ionicPopup, $cordovaGeolocation) { 
 
  //Show spinner when loading.  
  $scope.show = function() { 
      $ionicLoading.show({ 
        noBackdrop :false, 
        template: '<ion-spinner icon="ripple" class="spinner-calm"></ion-
spinner><br>Please wait...' 
      }).then(function(){ 
          }); 
    }; 
 
    //Hide spinner when everything was loadid.  
    $scope.hide = function(){ 
      $ionicLoading.hide().then(function(){ 
      }); 
    }; 
 
    //Function log in user.  
    $scope.doLogin = function(userLogin,email,password){ 
        $scope.show(); 
        console.log("mirando el login " + email + " and " + password); 
 
      //Check pass and email fields are not empty, otherwise can not continue.  
      if(email != undefined && password != undefined){ 
        //Check if email and pass exist in database.  
        firebase.auth().signInWithEmailAndPassword(email, 
password).then(function(){ 
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          //Email correct, entering into profile page.  
            $state.go("profile"); 
            $scope.hide(); 
        },function(error) { 
          // Error login 
          var errorCode = error.code; 
          var errorMessage = error.message; 
          if (errorCode === 'auth/wrong-password') { 
            $scope.hide(); 
            var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center">'+errorMessage+'</div>', 
                    okText: 'Try again', 
                    okType: 'button-assertive' 
                }); 
          } else { 
            //Error in login 
            $scope.hide(); 
            var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center">'+errorMessage+'</div>', 
                    okText: 'Try again', 
                    okType: 'button-assertive' 
                }); 
          } 
          console.log(errorMessage); 
        }) 
      }else{ 
        //Empty fields that have to be fulfilled.  
        $scope.hide(); 
        var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center">Email and Password are 
required</div>', 
                    okText: 'Try again', 
                    okType: 'button-assertive' 
                }); 
          } 
      } 
 
      //Function for restoring password. Ask email in order to restore pass.  
      $scope.rememberpassword = function() { 
      $scope.data = {}; 
      var myPopup = $ionicPopup.show({ 
        template: '<input type="email" ng-model="data.email">', 
        title: 'Write your email', 
        subTitle: 'You will receive an email to reset the password', 
        scope: $scope, 
        buttons: [ 
          { text: '<i class="icon ion-close-round"></i>', 
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            type: 'button-assertive', 
          }, 
          { 
            text: '<i class="icon ion-checkmark-round"></i>', 
            type: 'button-balanced', 
            onTap: function(e) { 
              if (!$scope.data.email) { 
                var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                    template: 'You should write an email', 
                    okText: 'Ok' 
                }); 
                e.preventDefault(); 
              } else { 
                $scope.doResetemail($scope.data.email); 
                console.log("test get a email from remember password popup " + 
$scope.data.email); 
                return $scope.data.email; 
 
              } 
            } 
          } 
        ] 
 
      }) 
    }; 
 
    //Function remember password.  
    $scope.doResetemail = function(email) { 
    console.log("we are in doResetemail "+email); 
    $scope.show(); 
    if(email != ""){ 
        firebase.auth().sendPasswordResetEmail(email).then(function() { 
          var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Nice!</div>', 
                    template: 'We have sent you an email to ' +email+ ' so you can 
reset your password', 
                    okText: 'Ok' 
                }); 
          $scope.hide(); 
        }, function(error) { 
          // An error happened. 
          var errorCode = error.code; 
          var errorMessage = error.message; 
          console.log(errorCode); 
          if (errorCode === 'auth/user-not-found') { 
             alert('No user found with provided email.'); 
             $scope.hide(); 
             return false; 
          }else if (errorCode === 'auth/invalid-email') { 
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             alert('Email you entered is not complete or invalid.'); 
             $scope.hide(); 
             return false; 
          } 
        }); 
    }else{ 
        alert('Please enter registered email to send reset link'); 
        $scope.hide(); 
        return false; 
    }//end check client username password 
  } 
 
 
}) 
 
//Registration Controller.  
.controller('signupController', function($scope, $rootScope, $state, 
$firebaseArray, $ionicLoading, $ionicPopup, $cordovaCamera) { 
 
  //Variable ref that store the login info of the user.  
  var ref = firebase.database().ref().child("Users"); 
  $scope.users = $firebaseArray(ref); 
 
   
  $scope.show = function() { 
      $ionicLoading.show({ 
        noBackdrop :false, 
        template: '<ion-spinner icon="ripple" class="spinner-calm"></ion-
spinner><br>Please wait...' 
      }).then(function(){ 
          }); 
    }; 
   
  $scope.hide = function(){ 
    $ionicLoading.hide().then(function(){ 
        }); 
  }; 
 
  //Add photo to the profile, pnly works in the smartphone not in the emulator!!! 
    $scope.selectImages = function(){ 
 
                var options = { 
                    quality: 75, 
                    destinationType: Camera.DestinationType.DATA_URL, 
                    sourceType: Camera.PictureSourceType.PHOTOLIBRARY, 
                    allowEdit: true, 
                    encodingType: Camera.EncodingType.JPEG, 
                    targetWidth: 125, 
                    targetHeight: 125, 
                    popoverOptions: CameraPopoverOptions, 
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                    saveToPhotoAlbum: false 
                }; 
    
                    $cordovaCamera.getPicture(options).then(function (imageData) { 
                        $scope.imgURI = "data:image/jpeg;base64," + imageData; 
                        $rootScope.imgURI = "data:image/jpeg;base64," + imageData; 
 
                    }, function (err) { 
                        // An error occured. Show a message to the user 
                    }); 
 
  }; 
 
  //Function introducing user into the database.  
    $scope.doSingup = 
function(userRegister,email,password,username,surname,typeBlood,phone,alle
rgies,operations,emergencycontact,emergencycontactphone,others,imgURI,rep
eatpassword){ 
 
    $scope.show(); 
 
    //Checking if all fields are fullfield.  
    if(email != undefined && password != undefined && username != undefined 
&& surname != undefined && typeBlood != undefined){ 
      //SCheck password is coincidence.  
      if(password==repeatpassword){ 
        //Creating user in the database.  
        firebase.auth().createUserWithEmailAndPassword(email, 
password).then(function(){ 
       
      var user = firebase.auth().currentUser; 
      var imgURI2 = $rootScope.imgURI; 
 
      //Sending to user's email a verification link.  
      user.sendEmailVerification().then(function(result) { console.log(result) 
},function(error){ console.log(error)});  
             
          //Adding default profile photo in case the user doesn't add one.  
          var nonimage = "https://image.freepik.com/free-icon/user-male-shape-in-
a-circle-ios-7-interface-symbol_318-39025.jpg"; 
 
           
          //Following lines are in charge of adding all the information that was 
introduced by the user in the database 
          //allways inside the id of the user. Two blocks in case that the user 
doesn't upload a photo.  
          if(imgURI2 != undefined){ 
            $scope.users.$add({ 
                username: username, 
                surname: surname, 
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                email: email, 
                typeBlood: typeBlood, 
                phone: phone, 
                id: user.uid, 
                password: password, 
                allergies: allergies, 
                operations: operations, 
                emergencycontact: emergencycontact, 
                emergencycontactphone: emergencycontactphone, 
                others: others, 
                imageProfile: imgURI2 
              }); 
          }else{ 
            $scope.users.$add({ 
                username: username, 
                surname: surname, 
                email: email, 
                typeBlood: typeBlood, 
                phone: phone, 
                id: user.uid, 
                password: password, 
                allergies: allergies, 
                operations: operations, 
                emergencycontact: emergencycontact, 
                emergencycontactphone: emergencycontactphone, 
                others: others, 
                imageProfile: nonimage 
              }); 
          } 
             
            //Si todo ha ido correctamente se vuelve a la página del login. 
            $state.go("login"); 
 
            //Salta un popup avisando de que el registrado ha sido satisfacotrio. 
            var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Register OK</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center">Thank you for register in 
RescueMe. In few minutes you will recive an email to verify your email.</div>', 
                    okText: 'Ok', 
                    okType: 'button-balanced' 
                }); 
 
            $scope.hide(); 
 
          },function(error) { 
            //Error popups: 
            var errorCode = error.code; 
            var errorMessage = error.message; 
            console.log(errorCode); 
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            if (errorCode === 'auth/weak-password') { 
              //Password low level security 
              $scope.hide(); 
               var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                      title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                      template: '<div style="text-align:center">'+errorMessage+'</div>', 
                      okText: 'Try again', 
                      okType: 'button-assertive' 
                  }); 
               return false; 
            }else if (errorCode === 'auth/email-already-in-use') { 
              //EPopup email already exists.  
              $scope.hide(); 
              var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                      title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                      template: '<div style="text-align:center">'+errorMessage+'</div>', 
                      okText: 'Try again', 
                      okType: 'button-assertive' 
                  }); 
               return false; 
            }else if (errorCode === 'auth/network-request-failed') { 
              //EPopup for server failure 
              $scope.hide(); 
              var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                      title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                      template: '<div style="text-align:center">'+errorMessage+'</div>', 
                      okText: 'Try again', 
                      okType: 'button-assertive' 
                  }); 
               return false; 
            }   
          }) 
        }else{ 
          //Discepances between password verification.  
          $scope.hide(); 
          var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                      title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                      template: '<div style="text-align:center">The passwords are not 
equals. Try again.</div>', 
                      okText: 'Try again', 
                      okType: 'button-assertive' 
                  }); 
        } 
      }else{ 
        //All fields need to be full in.  
        $scope.hide(); 
        var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center">All the fields are 
required</div>', 
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                    okText: 'Try again', 
                    okType: 'button-assertive' 
                }); 
          } 
        } 
 
}) 
 
//User's profile controller.  
.controller('profileController', function($scope, $state, $http, $firebaseArray, 
$ionicPopover, $ionicLoading, $ionicPopup, $filter, $ionicPopup, 
$cordovaGeolocation, $http) { 
   
  //Variable 'ref' for saving data during user's signup.  
  var ref = firebase.database().ref().child("Users"); 
  $scope.users = $firebaseArray(ref); 
 
  //Obtaining user's email/id in order to do internal database consulting 
  var user = firebase.auth().currentUser; 
  var useremail = user.email; 
  $scope.useremail = user.email; 
 
  //From user's email is searched in the database in order to show all the data, if 
available' in the profile.  
  ref.orderByChild("email").equalTo(useremail).once("child_added", 
function(snapshot) { 
                        //Once info found, saving variables and able to load it in the 
profile.  
                        var snap = snapshot.val(); 
                        $scope.username = snap.username; 
                        $scope.surname = snap.surname; 
                        $scope.phone = snap.phone; 
                        $scope.typeBlood = snap.typeBlood; 
                        $scope.allergies = snap.allergies; 
                        $scope.operations = snap.operations; 
                        $scope.emergencycontact = snap.emergencycontact; 
                        $scope.emergencycontactphone = 
snap.emergencycontactphone; 
                        $scope.others = snap.others; 
                        $scope.imageProfile = snap.imageProfile; 
                  },function (errorObject) { 
                        console.log("The read failed: " + errorObject.code); 
                  }); 
 
  //Obtain actual location by google maps api.  
  var options = {timeout: 10000, enableHighAccuracy: true}; 
  $cordovaGeolocation.getCurrentPosition(options).then(function(position){ 
    var latLng = new google.maps.LatLng(position.coords.latitude, 
position.coords.longitude); 
    var lat = position.coords.latitude; 
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    var long = position.coords.longitude; 
    $scope.latitud = lat; 
    $scope.longitud = long; 
  }, function(error){ 
    //In if location not obtained 
    console.log("Could not get location"); 
  }); 
 
  $scope.show = function() { 
      $ionicLoading.show({ 
        noBackdrop :false, 
        template: '<ion-spinner icon="ripple" class="spinner-calm"></ion-
spinner><br>Please wait...' 
      }).then(function(){ 
          }); 
    }; 
 
    $scope.hide = function(){ 
      $ionicLoading.hide().then(function(){ 
      }); 
    }; 
 
  //Function for sending an email to the control center (emergency response 
teams).  
 $scope.sendmail = 
function(username,surname,useremail,phone,emergencycontact,emergencycon
tactphone,typeBlood,allergies,operations,others,latitud,longitud){ 
   $scope.show(); 
   //Pass parameters to 'emailjs'. 
   emailjs.send("gmail","email_rescueme",{to_name: username, to_surname: 
surname, to_email: useremail, to_phone: phone, to_emergencycontact: 
emergencycontact, to_emergencycontactphone: emergencycontactphone, 
to_typeBlood: typeBlood, to_allergies: allergies, to_operations: operations, 
to_others: others, to_latitud: latitud, to_longitud: longitud}) 
  .then(function(response) { 
    //Si todo ha ido bien 
     console.log("SUCCESS! status = " +response.status + " and text = 
"+response.text); 
     var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Email sent</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center"><i class="icon ion-paper-
airplane" style="font-size:70px;color:#33cd5f"></i></div>', 
                    okText: 'Ok', 
                    okType: 'button-calm' 
                }); 
      $scope.hide(); 
  }, function(err) { 
    //SIn case of error 
     console.log("FAILED. error= "+err); 
      $scope.hide(); 
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      var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
                    title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Error</div>', 
                    template: '<div style="text-align:center"><i class="icon ion-alert-
circled" style="font-size:60px;color:#ef473a"></i><br>An error ocurred<br>Try 
again later</div>', 
                    okText: 'Ok', 
                    okType: 'button-assertive' 
                }); 
    }); 
 }; 
 
   
  //Function for obtaining latitude and longitude and mapped on GoogleMaps. 
 $scope.getcoordinates = function(){ 
   var options = {timeout: 10000, enableHighAccuracy: true}; 
  $cordovaGeolocation.getCurrentPosition(options).then(function(position){ 
    var latLng = new google.maps.LatLng(position.coords.latitude, 
position.coords.longitude); 
    var lat = position.coords.latitude; 
    var long = position.coords.longitude; 
    alert("SI la latitud es "+lat+" y la longitud es "+long+" el total es "+latLng); 
  }, function(error){ 
    alert("Error"); 
    console.log("Could not get location"); 
  }); 
}              
 
 $ionicPopover.fromTemplateUrl('templates/popover.html', { 
    scope: $scope, 
  }).then(function(popover) { 
    $scope.popover = popover; 
  }); 
 
//Logout function. 
$scope.LogOut = function() { 
   $scope.popover.hide(); 
   var confirmPopup = $ionicPopup.confirm({ 
     title: 'Log Out', 
     template: '<p style="text-align:center">Are you sure you want to log 
out?</p>' 
   }); 
 
   confirmPopup.then(function(res) { 
     if(res) { 
      firebase.auth().signOut().then(function() { 
        // Sign-out successful. 
         console.log('You are sure'); 
         $scope.popover.remove(); 
         $state.go("login"); 
      }).catch(function(error) { 
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        // An error happened. 
        alert("Error in logout"); 
      }); 
        
     } else { 
       console.log('You are not sure'); 
     } 
   }); 
 }; 
 
//Function for changing user's email.  
$scope.changeEmail = function(){ 
   $scope.popover.hide(); 
    var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
       title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
       template: '<div style="text-align:center"><i class="icon ion-settings" 
style="font-size:70px;color:#ffc900"></i><p>In construction...</p></div>', 
       okText: 'Ok', 
       okType: 'button-energized' 
    }); 
}; 
 
//Function for changing user's password.  
$scope.changePassword = function(){ 
   $scope.popover.hide(); 
    var alertPopup = $ionicPopup.alert({ 
      title: '<div class="register-ok-popup">Ups!</div>', 
      template: '<div style="text-align:center"><i class="icon ion-settings" 
style="font-size:70px;color:#ffc900"></i><p>In construction...</p></div>', 
      okText: 'Ok', 
      okType: 'button-energized' 
    }); 
}; 
 
//Go to listing wifi.  
$scope.gowifi = function(){ 
  $state.go("wifi"); 
}; 
  
}) 
 
//Controller for wifi listing and connection.  
.controller('WifiController', function($scope, $rootScope, $state, $firebaseArray, 
$ionicLoading, $ionicPopup, $cordovaCamera, WifiService) { 
     
    $scope.wifiList = []; 
 
    window.setTimeout(function(){ 
      $scope.wifiList = WifiService.list(); 
      // alert($scope.wifiList); 
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      $scope.$apply(); 
    }, 5000); 
 
    //function in charge to obtain wifi list 
    $scope.getList = function(){ 
      $scope.wifiList = WifiService.list(); 
    } 
 
    //Connect to wifi network selected from the list.  
    $scope.connectWifi = function(name){ 
      WifiService.connectionToWifi(name); 
    } 
 
}) 
 
 
//Controller for obtaining wifi network.  
.controller('MyCtrl', function($rootScope, $cordovaNetwork) { 
 
  document.addEventListener("deviceready", function () { 
 
    var type = $cordovaNetwork.getNetwork() 
 
    var isOnline = $cordovaNetwork.isOnline() 
 
    var isOffline = $cordovaNetwork.isOffline() 
 
 
    // listen for Online event 
    $rootScope.$on('$cordovaNetwork:online', function(event, networkState){ 
      var onlineState = networkState; 
    }) 
 
    // listen for Offline event 
    $rootScope.$on('$cordovaNetwork:offline', function(event, networkState){ 
      var offlineState = networkState; 
    }) 
 
  }, false); 
}) 
 
 
ANNEX B: MODIFICATION OF ACCELEROMETAR 
BOSH SENSOR TECH CODE 
 
/**************************************************************************** 
* Copyright (C) 2011 - 2014 Bosch Sensortec GmbH 
* 
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* Accelerometer.ino 
* Date: 2014/09/09 
* Revision: 3.0 $ 
* 
* Usage:        Example code to stream Accelerometer data 
* 
**************************************************************************** 
/*************************************************************************** 
* License: 
* 
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 
* 
*   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 
*   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 
* 
*   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 
*   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
*   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 
* 
*   Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of the 
*   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from 
*   this software without specific prior written permission. 
* 
 
#include "NAxisMotion.h"        //Contains the bridge code between the API and 
the Arduino Environment 
#include <Wire.h> 
#include <Adafruit_GPS.h>       //Using Adafruit library  
#define threshold 3.5           //Definition of threshold value in G 
#define turnedge 40 
#define gx 
#define gy 
#define gz                      //Storing variable for g-force measurement 
 
 
 
NAxisMotion mySensor;                 //Object that for the sensor 
unsigned long lastStreamTime = 0;     //To store the last streamed time stamp 
const int streamPeriod = 40;          //To stream at 25Hz without using additional 
timers (time period(ms) =1000/frequency(Hz)) 
bool updateSensorData = true;         //Flag to update the sensor data. Default is 
true to perform the first read before the first stream 
 
boolean accident = false              // Setting accident dection to false. 
 
void setup() //This code is executed once 
{ 
  //Peripheral Initialization 
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  Serial.begin(115200);           //Initialize the Serial Port to view information on 
the Serial Monitor 
  I2C.begin();                    //Initialize I2C communication to the let the library 
communicate with the sensor.  
  //Sensor Initialization 
  mySensor.initSensor();          //The I2C Address can be changed here inside 
this function in the library 
  mySensor.setOperationMode(OPERATION_MODE_NDOF);   //Can be 
configured to other operation modes as desired 
  mySensor.setUpdateMode(MANUAL); //The default is AUTO. Changing to 
manual requires calling the relevant update functions prior to calling the read 
functions 
  //Setting to MANUAL requires lesser reads to the sensor 
  mySensor.updateAccelConfig(); 
  mySensor.updateGyro(); 
   
  updateSensorData = true; 
  Serial.println(); 
 
} 
 
void loop() //This code is looped forever 
{ 
  if (updateSensorData)  //Keep the updating of data as a separate task 
  { 
    mySensor.updateAccel();        //Update the Accelerometer data 
    mySensor.updateLinearAccel();  //Update the Linear Acceleration data 
    mySensor.updateGravAccel();    //Update the Gravity Acceleration data 
    mySensor.updateMag();          //Update the Gyroscope data in deg/s 
    mySensor.updateGyro();           
    mySensor.updateEuler(); 
    mySensor.updateCalibStatus();  //Update the Calibration Status 
             
     
    updateSensorData = false; 
  } 
  if ((millis() - lastStreamTime) >= streamPeriod) 
  { 
    lastStreamTime = millis(); 
 
//    Serial.print("Time: "); 
//    Serial.print(lastStreamTime); 
//    Serial.print("ms "); 
 
    Serial.print("Heading (deg): "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readEulerHeading()); //Heading of the device 
 
//    Serial.print(" Roll: "); 
//    Serial.print(mySensor.readEulerRoll()); //Roll data 
//    Serial.print("deg"); 
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//    Serial.print(" Pitch: "); 
//    Serial.print(mySensor.readEulerPitch()); //Pitch data 
//    Serial.print("deg "); 
 
    Serial.print("aX: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readAccelX()); //Accelerometer X-Axis data 
 
    Serial.print(" aY: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readAccelY());  //Accelerometer Y-Axis data 
 
    Serial.print(" aZ: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readAccelZ());  //Accelerometer Z-Axis data 
 
    Serial.print(" gX: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readGravAccelX()); //Gravity Acceleration X-Axis data 
 
    Serial.print(" gY: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readGravAccelY());  //Gravity Acceleration Y-Axis data 
 
    Serial.print(" gZ: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readGravAccelZ());  //Gravity Acceleration Z-Axis data 
 
    Serial.print(" GyroX: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readGyroX());       //Deviation deg/s from X-Axis 
 
    Serial.print(" GyroY: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readGyroY());       //Deviation deg/s from Y-Axis 
 
    Serial.print(" GyroZ: "); 
    Serial.print(mySensor.readGyroZ());       //Deviation deg/s from Z-Axis 
 
    if (gx>threshold || gx<-threshold || gy>threshold || gy<-threshold || 
gz>threshold || gz<-threshold) 
       accident = true; 
    Serial.println(); 
 
    updateSensorData = true; 
 
     
  } 
   { 
    Serial.print("Location: "); 
    Serial.print(GPS.latitude, 4); //Serial.print(GPS.lat); 
    Serial.print(", ");  
    Serial.println(GPS.longitude, 4); //Serial.println(GPS.lon); 
    Serial.print("Satellites: "); Serial.println((int)GPS.satellites); 
    delay(9000); 
  }  
  { 
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    gpsSerial.end(); 
    delay(5000); 
    gsmSerial.begin(115200); 
    delay(5000); 
    sendTextMessage();      //Sending the mwssage 
    //smsSent = true; 
    delay(10000); 
    Serial.println("condition satisfied"); 
    gsmSerial.end(); 
    delay(3000); 
     
    //start GPS 
    GPS.begin(115200); 
    GPS.sendCommand(PMTK_SET_NMEA_OUTPUT_RMCGGA); 
    GPS.sendCommand(PMTK_SET_NMEA_UPDATE_1HZ); 
    GPS.sendCommand(PGCMD_ANTENNA); 
    useInterrupt(true); 
    delay(5000); 
    gpsSerial.println(PMTK_Q_RELEASE); 
  }   
 
//  Serial.println(smsSent); 
   delay(500); 
} 
 
void sendTextMessage() { 
gsmSerial.print("AT+CMGF=1\r"); 
delay(100); 
gsmSerial.println("AT+CMGS=\"+34618462482\"\r"); //Sending sms to phone  
delay(100); 
gsmSerial.print("Emergency: car crashed\n"); 
 
gsmSerial.print("Location: "); 
gsmSerial.print(GPS.latitude, 4); 
 
gsmSerial.print(", ");  
gsmSerial.print(GPS.longitude, 4); 
 
gsmSerial.print("\r"); 
delay(100); 
gsmSerial.println((char)26); 
 
 
} 
